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 Edward Smither’s book, Augustine as Mentor offers a sobering view into the life and 

ministry of one of history’s greatest theologians, Augustine. While this book is detailed and 

scholarly it remains highly readable, practical and applicable for the modern pastor.  The 

author’s writing style lends to the readability of the work; as sections begin with questions, 

followed by explanation, and summarized concisely. It is my goal in reviewing this book to 

reveal the contents of each chapter, briefly commenting on the highpoints, and offering a 

conclusion to the work. 

 In chapter one, Smither begins his comprehensive study of Augustine’s mentoring style 

with a look at the first century mentor/disciple relationship. The author gives a quick synopsis of 

Augustine’s conversion and lifestyle; characterized by friendship and a welcoming spirit. 

Smither’s audience is identified as the modern day pastors and spiritual leaders who desire to 

mentor and equip others in the work of the ministry.  

 Smither lists several limits to the book; first, that it is intended to focus on Augustine’s 

“spiritual formation of men who were spiritual leaders occupying a clerical office”
1
, and second, 

that he will not address how Augustine disciple the general congregation at Hippo. The focus 

will be on the one-on-one style of mentoring. In asking “What is Mentoring”, Smither 

underscores its necessity in Christian discipleship; using the texts of the New Testament along 

with Jesus’ and Paul’s model. While the word “mentoring” never is mentioned within the pages 

of the New Testament, Smither reminds the reader that certain words work together to express 

the concept
2
.  
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 Smither reveals the eight characteristics of mentoring; group, mentor as disciple, 

selection, mentor/disciple relationship, sound teaching, modeling/involving in ministry, 

releasing, and resourcing leaders
3
. These eight items serve as a framework for the remainder of 

the book. Chapter one closes with an encouraging section for modern-day mentors; it is the 

legacy of the mentor that has the greatest impact on disciples. Each mentor’s legacy will appear 

different, and may lie dormant for many years before impacting on the disciple; Smither 

encourages mentors to be faithful through books, sermons, serving and leaving the results up to 

God.  

 “The Mentoring Matrix” in chapter two, relays Smither’s goal here is to set the stage for 

“Augustine’s mentoring of spiritual leaders by examining some examples of mentoring from the 

third and fourth centuries”
4
. The author looks into the lives, ministries and mentoring examples 

of Cyprian, Pachomius, Basil, and Ambrose throughout this rather lengthy chapter. Smither does 

a good job of dealing with these leaders in a way that is easily understandable, but often tedious 

to read. Many approaches to mentoring are detailed throughout this chapter; church councils, 

letters, books, dialogue, discipline, the monastery, and writings are listed as approaches used 

interchangeably by all of the above. The eight characteristics listed in chapter one are revisited as 

models for Augustine’s mentoring.  

 “Who Mentored Augustine?” is the title of chapter three; with several people listed who 

impacted his life and ministry; beginning with his mother, Monica
5
. Monica’s influence upon her 

son’s mentoring style is exhibited in four ways; her holy example, practical faith, commitment to 
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sound doctrine, and the Christian education provided at home
6
. Her character led to her 

husband’s conversion to Christianity towards the end of his life; and she mentored other women 

struggling with difficult marriages. Her struggle with alcohol as a young woman was an 

encouragement to her son, who struggled with sexual sin and learned that Christian piety does 

not eliminate someone from struggling with sin. 

  Friend such as Alypius, Nebridius, and Evodius contributed to Augustine’s method of 

mentoring; as did the man who Augustine named his mentor in Confessions, Ambrose. 

Simplicianus and Valerius added to the myriad of mentoring styles that Augustine eventually 

employed in his personal mentoring. Selection, mentor-disciple relationship, involving in 

ministry, releasing to ministry and resourcing were just a few of the implemented mentoring 

styles that are still prevalent today.  

 Unfortunately, it isn’t until chapter four that Smither addresses his main topic, 

“Augustine’s Approach to Mentoring”
7
. What appeared as unnecessary information in the earlier 

chapters are now realized in the myriad of styles that Augustine employed. Augustine’s primary 

sources of mentoring nearly 40 years of ministry; his Confessions, sermons, letters, the 

monastery, letters, books, church councils and personal visits to equip, train, teach and mentor 

fellow pastors in the work of the ministry
8
.  

 Chapter five gives insight into what Smither calls “Augustine’s Thoughts on Mentoring”. 

A theme that appears throughout the book, and is modeled by Augustine is the “mentor as 

disciple”; a humble mantra for a man who realized his own weaknesses and that his journey with 

the Lord was not yet complete. Smither returns to the eight characteristic model which he 
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outlined in chapter one and summarized Augustine’s performance. Finally, we see Augustine’s 

legacy; which includes numerous clergy, a legacy of monasteries and much writing through his 

books
9
. 

 A mere two pages comprise the epilogue. Given the amount of information that Smither 

offered throughout this lengthy and often tedious work, he lends very little to the personal 

application process. Even though a vast framework of mentoring styles is threaded through the 

work, a better applicable synthesis of the information would have been appropriate. As a full-

time pastor, however, I appreciate this chapter entitled “Shepherding Shepherds Today”, as it 

speaks directly to my life and ministry. The idea that a mentor should be a lifelong disciple is 

key in maintaining a humble heart; an attitude that mirrors that of Christ.  

 While Smither’s research is outstanding, it often bordered on the mundane with an 

information overload that did not deal directly with the subject matter. Chapter two serves as an 

illustration of that fact; while the “mentoring matrix” was necessary to Augustine’s mentoring 

model, it was excruciatingly detailed. I found myself wondering why I was reading about 

Cyprian and Pachomius in a book about Augustine’s mentoring process, considering they were 

both dead before he was born.  

 In spite of these slight critiques, Dr. Smither’s book was a very insightful work; and 

within the framework of so much information, many practical applications can be found for the 

modern pastor. Smither fulfills his goal of revealing Augustine’s influences, methods and 

thoughts concerning pastoral mentoring.  
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